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Abstract
Most nucleation processes involve both a phase change and a pressure change
across a curved tensile layer. Therefore both volume and pressure are relevant
parameters when determining the work involved in nucleation processes. A general equation, where the work is related to both volume and pressure change, has
been derived, in part based on a plausible explanation for latent heat changes as
a function of pressure. Equations defining the work required for the nucleation of
globules, liquid droplets, bubbles, and cavitations can subsequently be derived
from this general equation. We shall also reanalyze the application of the YoungLaplace equations to droplets, bubbles, and capillary action.
Key words: nucleation, phase change, bubble, cavitation, droplet, surface tension,
sonoluminescence, second law, thermodynamics, Young-Laplace equation

1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous books 0-4) detail current theories on bubble, cavitation, and liquid droplet nucleation. Fatica
and Katz (5~ were the first to show that the work
required for droplet nucleation is a function of radius.
Studies (6-8~ of the complete-cycle heat-transfer
coefficients for liquid droplets have been performed.
This cycle is initiated by the nucleation of extremely
small droplets on a bare surface to produce droplets of
departinl~ size (they fall off the surface). Graham and
Griffith t~ found that "most of the heat is transferred
by drops less than 10" l.tm in diameter and about 60%
"of the heat transfer is due to drops too small to
measure." Such studies show that the nucleation of
extremely small unstable droplets requires little
energy (low initial heat-transfer coefficient). As the
extremely small droplets grew in size, a rapid increase
in the heat-transfer coefficient was observed, (7) which
signifies an increase in the energy required to form
the droplet. As the droplet's size continued to increase, the droplet became more stable and eventually
a gradual decrease in the heat-transfer coefficient was
found. The energy required for droplet nucleation
depends on both the mean droplet size and the droplet
population density. (9~ It has been readily observed that
heat flux decreases when droplet nucleation becomes
film condensation. 0~
Recently, the technology to analyze extremely
small droplets has permitted us to focus on the
formation of n-molecule droplets, which are often
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referred to as clusters. OHS) Ford plotted the excess
internal energies versus droplet size 03) (10 < n < 70).
The work required for nucleation was found to be an
increasing function of droplet size in Fig. 7 in Ref. 13,
until the droplet reached a critical radius. Droplet
nucleation research also involves binary systems. The
classical droplet model fails in binary systems. (~6-~8)
Strey et al. Ov~ determined the preferred geometry in
an alcohol-water binary system to be water molecules
forming the interior and alcohol molecules forming
the surface (tensile) layer.
The actual difference between a bubble and a cavitation is not well defined, so the terms bubble and
cavitation are often used interchangeably. For bubbles
and/or cavitations, it is well accepted that a similar
concept of a critical radius exists. This radius corresponds to a value for critical work using the ratio
2:3. (19) Caupin et al. C1~ stated that cavitation occurs
within a liquid when it is depressed below its saturated vapor pressure. These observations have alluded
to the viewpoint that cavitation is a result of the
formation of a negative pressure within the liquid that
permits the initiation of bubble nucleation. (21'22)
Our understanding of cavitations is poor at best.
Consider a ship's propeller, imparting angular momentum onto the water, in the form of vortices
(eddies). If the angular momentum forces become
greater than the water's cohesive forces, then the
water will shear. The problem with shearing pure
water is that the theoretical limit for bulk cavitation
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(the forces required to rupture water) is 10 000
atm. (1~ Therefore, in order to explain most cavitations, something (e.g., gas nuclei) must lower the
liquid's cohesive forces. Such impurities are referred
to as nuclei (or gas nuclei), about which a cavitation
may form. Not all impurities will lower a liquid's
cohesive strength enough to allow cavitation. Marschall et al.(23) noted that simple spherical balls did
not lower the tensile strength enough for cavitation to
occur. Therefore a nucleus must be of a certain design
and/or size in order for a cavitation to nucleate about
it. Interestingly, the existence of voids in liquids has
been confirmed using positron annihilation spectroscopy. (24'25) An interesting finding is that researchers (2~
have found no significant temperature
dependence for cavitation. The implication may be
that a nucleating cavitation requires no energy (a
reversible process).
Sonoluminescence (SL) is a new field of science.
Suslick(26) defined acoustic cavitation as consisting of
three stages: nucleation, bubble growth, and implosive collapse. In the 1990s the shock-wave theory
arose, explaining SL in terms of surface distortions,
interface shearing, and disruption during the cavitation's compressional stage. The result is a shock wave
focusing at the center of the bubble leading to photon
emission. This led to the theory that SL is black-body
radiation from hotspots with extremely high temperatures such as T = 40 000 K (27) to lower temperatures
of T = 5000 K. (28) Many other theories exist (e.g.,
fracto-luminescence(29)).
Current theories for pool boiling are elaborate and
are often correlated with the contact angle between
the heated surface and the tensile layer.(3~
Researchers realize that heat-transfer models do not
properly explain the measured heat transfer. (33) Pool
boiling (heated surfaces) breaks down into various
regimes, based on changes to the heat-transfer coefficient. (1034)
' The nucleate boiling regime represents an
almost vertical increase in the heat-transfer coefficient as a function of the heated surface's temperature
increase. If we continue to add heat to a surface,
eventually film boiling will occur (heated surface is
no longer wetted). Interestingly, studies have shown
changes to boiling as a function of body
force/gravity,(35) where pool boiling increases as the
body force is reduced. The explanation is based on
changes to buoyancy forces.
A major hurdle in performing experiments is actually measuring the pressure inside the cavitation
and/or bubble. Optical properties (36) have been used to
determine that the pressure inside the cavitation is

lower than was previously expected. More specifically, during expansion, the gases' density inside their
cavitation was lower close to the tensile layer than
toward the middle of the cavitation.
Boiling experiments using well-focused lasers are
now being performed. If we know the wavelength and
number of photons used to nucleate a bubble, we can
determine the energy required to nucleate a given
bubble. (37) Present nucleation theory cannot explain
the findings in Ref. 37. Interestingly, the research in
Ref. 37 will become essential to this paper.
Previous nucleation theories are based on the famous paper by J.W. Gibbs entitled "Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances. ''(4~ Gibbs (p. 254) derives
the work, Wgt,required to nucleate a globule as
W., = Ag, o" + Vg,(e., - 4 ) .

(I)

where Agt is the globule's surface area, o" is the
globule's surface tension, Vgt is the globule's volume,
Pgt is the pressure inside the globule, and Pt is the
pressure in the surrounding liquid.
Equation (1) is the basis of nucleation theory for
droplets, bubbles, and cavitations. Gibbs (n~ clearly
states that Wet "is the work which would be required
to form (by a reversible process) the heterogeneous
globule in the interior of a very large mass having
initially the uniform phase of the exterior mass. For
this work is equal to the increment of energy of the
system when the globule is formed without change in
entropy or volume of the system." Droplet and/or
bubble nucleation involves a phase change, and phase
change means entropy change. Due to Gibbs's
observations, is (1) a relevant equation for all nucleation theory?
Gibbs derived just what he states: the work to form
a globule when both the globule and surrounding
medium are in the same phase, e.g., oil globules
forming in water. The first state is oil evenly dispersed throughout the water. The second state is oil
globules in the water. There is no phase change, only
a pressure increase inside the globule as the globule's
cohesive forces squeeze inward.
For simplicity, surface tension will be considered
using the classical approach (39'4~ of being a result of
entropy changes (AS) across an interface. After
applying a new perspective to the classical approach,
we may consider other variables. For bubbles and/or
cavitations, "surface-active substances," such as fatty
acids in water, will lower the surface tension. The
same principles apply to droplet nucleation, where
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surface-active substances in the tensile layer are
referred to as "surface enrichment.''(38) Surface-active
substances can be treated as a two-dimensional
gas: (39)
cr = o"o - n ' k T ,

(2)

where or0 is the surface tension in a vacuum and n' is
the surface-active substance's concentration.
We keep thermodynamics simple by holding certain
parameters constant and then calculating the energy
(work) of processes. The work (W) in processes
where T and P are constant is given by
W = TdS = dE + PdV,

(3)

where T is the temperature, V is the volume, S is the
entropy, P is the pressure, and E is the energy.
Changes to Gibbs free energy (G) are for processes
where V and S are constant:
dG = -SdT

+ VdP.

(4)

Nucleation theorems often involve the grand canonical ensemble. (41'42) Some derivations for droplet
nucleation are based on changes to Gibbs free en(4,11,43-45)
ergy 46
and the concept of excess energy. Knott
et al.( ) stated that 'the excess internal energy is the
difference between the energy of the cluster and the
corresponding energy the component molecules
would possess if they were part of a bulk liquid." An
example of the excess-energy approach is the Oxtoby-Kashchiev derivation(43-,;~4) for droplet nucleation:
Wa = AG = -APVa + Ado-,

(5)

where z~~ is the pressure increase inside the droplet.
Similar theories, such as the Debenedetti derivation,(4)
can be found. If we want to know the probability of a
process occurring, don't we need to know the total
energy required for that process?
To calculate the latent heat of condensation we
expand (3). Let subscripts l and g represent liquid and
gaseous states, respectively. Then for a gas changing
state to a liquid, (3) becomes

w= ras=

+ P (v, -vg).

(6)

For a vapor changing state to a liquid, we realize that
Vg >>> Vt. The latent heat of condensation becomes
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Wl =-(Ul-Ug + egVg),

(7)

where ut is the energy required to break the liquid's
bonds and Ug is the energy required to break the gas's
bonds. The energy required to break bonds shall be
taken to be the energy required to separate the molecules by an infinite distance, at which point their
bonding energy is zero.
Excess energy-based theories do not correspond to
the latent heat of condensation for the case of the
droplet becoming a thin film. In the limit of a flat
constant tensile layer, AP = 0 and crdAd = 0, so the
work is zero. Are we to believe that nucleation
processes are microsystem processes and as such they
do not correspond to macrosystem physics? For
droplets and bubbles should we not expect the required work to equate to their corresponding latent
heats when the tensile layer becomes flat? Now consider
a heavy oil globule growing in the bottom of a waterfilled glass. As dispersed oil molecules coalesce onto
the globule, eventually the globule's tensile layer
becomes flat, so its surface area is constant and there is
no pressure change across it. If the physics of microsysterns corresponds to macrosystems, then the above
result is actually to be expected for globules, since
globule nucleation does not involve a phase change.
We derive all thermodynamic relations from (3)
and the second law of thermodynamics (AS > 0). Reif
(Ref. 47, p. 161) started with (3). He transformed the
(3) [f{S, V}] into the enthalpy relation [f{S, P}] by
the relation P d V = d ( P V ) - V d P . He then transformed
the enthalpy relation into changes in Gibbs free
energy [fiT, P}] by the relation T d S = d ( T S ) - S d T .
Typically, we handle differentials by starting with a
whole and calculating the parts. Would it not make
sense to start off with the whole and then calculate the
parts? Thermodynamics must be the only situation
that starts off with a part and then uses this part as if it
were some universally applicable whole.
It has been found for colloidal length and time
scales that the second law is often violated,(48) as is
predicted in the fluctuation theorem. (49'5~ Sheehan(51)
stated, "The second law of thermodynamics is an
empirical law. It has no fully satisfactory theoretical
proof. This being the case, its absolute validity depends
on its continued experimental verification in all thermodynamic regimes." Have we misunderstood the laws of
thermodynamics? If so, then we still need a reasonable
theoretical explanation for the empirical data.
Consider an ideal gas in some container. If the
container is squeezed, the gas's volume decreases (an
entropy decrease), yet the ideal gas law states that no
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actual work is done. It is zero work because P d V - - V d P . Is one to believe that P d V signifies useful work
and VdP counteracts it without actually being useful?
If this phenomenon is limited to ideal gases, then
explain the following.
Consider a liquid-filled rigid cylinder with a piston
and spring on top of the cylinder. Consider the gas to
be insoluble in the liquid and the liquid to be incompressible. Introduce a bubble into the bottom of the
cylinder and let it rise. Consider two cases. In case 1,
the piston is unlocked. As the bubble rises, its interior
pressure remains constant while its volume increases.
In case 2, the piston is locked. As the bubble rises, the
system cannot expand, so the bubble's volume
remains constant. By the ideal gas law, the pressure
within the bubble must remain constant. Hence, as the
bubble rises, the pressure in the liquid surrounding the
bubble increases.
Note that a rising bubble signifies a change in potential energy (gmtdh). Interestingly, the change in
potential manifests itself as a volume increase of the
bubble whose internal pressure is constant in case 1.
In case 2 the potential energy change does not result
in any change to the bubble's pressure or volume,
rather the end result is an increase in the pressure of
the surrounding liquid. If we now unlock the piston in
case 2, then the volume of the bubble will expand and
case 1 applies.
Are we still comfortable saying, "No useful work can
be obtained/stored from a pressure change"? The
concept of potential entropy is known in thermodynamics as the concept of "availability," which is equal to the
changes in Gibbs free energy at a fixed T and P. Availability is a potential for entropy. Perhaps changes to
pressure should be considered as changes to availability,
so a system's pressure is its potential for entropy.
2. THE Y O U N G - L A P L A C E E Q U A T I O N

In order to understand the Young-Laplace equation, we start by considering the following fundamental principle of hydrostatics. The force in a particular
direction from a uniform pressure on a curved surface
equals the pressure times the cross-sectional area of
this surface in the direction of the desired force. (52)
Consider the cross section of a spherical tensile layer,
as shown in Fig. 1. If ri is the radius to the inside of
the tensile layer, then the cross-sectional area is nrT.
If the pressure under consideration is along the X axis,
then the cross-sectional area is measured in the Y - Z
plane. Applying a principle of hydrostatics, we can
say that the total force perpendicular to the crosssectional area is the force of elongation (Fe):

Figure 1. The pressure in a sphere and its cross-sectional area.

Fe

=

APTrr~2,

(8)

where AP is the pressure difference across the tensile
layer. Equilibrium means that the surface tension
must be equal and opposite to this force of elongation.
Consider the pressure along the X axis to be countered
by the tensile force along the X - Y plane, as shown in
Fig. 2. If we consider the bubble's surface tension to
be squeezing inward as a function of its length, then
the total surface tension (r0 along the ring as shown
in Fig. 3 is
r I = 2n'Rcr,

(9)

where R = (ri + re)~2. We consider the tensile layer to
be sufficiently thin, so R r e = r i = r. Equating the
tensile forces to the force of elongation, we obtain
=

AP = 2o'/r.

(10)

The Young-Laplace equation only considers the
cohesive forces along the tensile layer (black arrows
in Fig. 4). Consider a liquid droplet. Is it correct to
consider only the cohesive forces along the tensile
layer or should we also consider the liquid molecule's
cohesive forces pulling inward, perpendicular to the
tensile layer, as is shown by the white arrows in
Fig. 4? Such forces would be taken over a half-sphere
and would be directed inward, so they would be
written as
r r = crTrrd.

(11)

Equating the forces for a spherical liquid droplet
along the Y axis, we obtain
?.2
AP(rc d ) = 2~rracr + rCrat7"

(12)
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Figure 2. The pressure in a sphere being countered by the tensile
forces, along the X axis.

Figure 3. The pressure along the X axis equated to an inward
squeezing by the tensile layer along the X-Y plane.

Figure 4. Two sets of forces pulling inward along the tensile
layer. The black arrows are due to the liquid's surface tension
while the white arrows are due to the liquid's cohesive forces.

Figure 5. Two sets of forces pulling along the tensile layer. The
black arrows are due to the liquid's surface tension while the
white arrows are due to the liquid's cohesive forces.

Dividing through by n'r2 and realizing that AP = P d Pg, we obtain

Yaxis is parallel to the capillary tube's long axis; p is
the liquid's density; and g is the gravitational constant. (The derivation is too long for this paper, and is
thus omitted.) Assuming that rc = rr, then dividing
through, we obtain

I'd=

30-

rd

+eg.

(13)

For a bubble the cohesive forces perpendicular to
the tensile are directed outward, away from the
bubble (white arrows in Fig. 5), in which case we
would obtain for the pressure within a bubble
Pb = 0- +P~.
r~

(14)

For a soap bubble the cohesive forces perpendicular
to the tensile layer would cancel, leaving the accepted
result AP = 4o'/rb. If we were to consider all the
cohesive forces both along and perpendicular to the
tensile layer, we would obtain for the capillary rise
h = 0-re(re + r r ) / 2 + 2 0 - r c
rcr2 p g
,

(15)

where rc is the radius of the capillary tube; rr is the
radius of the tensile surface along the Y axis, when the
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h = or(1.64)
pgr~

(16)

Wetting the capillary tube prior to measurement may
actually be the act of increasing rr, which provides a
plausible explanation for the need to wet a capillary
tube for capillary rise to correlate with the YoungLaplace equation. Applying similar logic to capillary
depression, we obtain
h - 0-re(re + r~,) + 0-zrrc - 2r~0~rr~ p g

(17)

Assuming that rc = rr, we then obtain for capillary
depression
2.360h- - rcpg

(18)
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It should be stated that, rather than measure to the top
or bottom of the curved tensile surface, one should
choose a line passing through the center of mass of
the curved tensile region when measuring h in capillary action.
3. LATENT HEAT
Latent heat is often referred to as the enthalpy of
vaporization. If we are to consider pressure and
volume equally as parameters of relevance, then we
need a better explanation as to why the latent heat
changes with pressure. Changes to the bonding
energy of gaseous/vaporous dipoles may provide a
plausible answer.
For a cloud of similar point charges of cloud radius
a, as is shown in Fig. 6, we can write the potential (O)
at some distance r outside the cloud as (53)

0 - pa3

(19)

3eor'
where p = Q/(4n'r3/3) is the charge density, Q is the
total charge, and e0 = 8.85 x 10q2 F/m. The energy
stored in a sphere of identical point charges is(53)
1

Ue = -2 Iv p(r)O(r)dV.

(20)

For a sphere, dV = 47rr2dr. Consider a cloud where
r = a. Then 9 = pr2/(3g0). Substituting for both the
potential (O) and the charge density (p) into (20), we
obtain

.) r2

1 [(Q/4rcr 3 2(__14rcdr"

Ue = "2 ,Jr~

"3

~ 3E0)

(21)

Collecting the terms and moving the constants out of
the integrand, we obtain

(22)

What we are really interested in is how the energy of
a spherical cloud of charged particles changes with
radius. We can write the change in energy stored in a
spherical cloud (22), when r changes from an initial
value (ri) to a final value (rf), as

Figure 6. A cloud of point charges.

dUe=(3Q2 )( l

dr

l)

t,8, oJt,4

(23)

Basically, the act of forming a cloud of like-charged
particles by taking the charges, which were separated
by an infinite distance, requires energy (work). The
corollary to this is as follows: Separating a cloud of
oppositely charged particles to some infinite distance
apart requires energy. As an approximation we shall
assume that the energy required to separate a cloud of
oppositely charged particles from r to infinity is the
same as the potential energy of a cloud of similarly
charged particles of radius r. Based on (23), we shall
let C" be some constant such that

du=c.(1 1)

(24)

Steam tables give the latent heat and molar specific
volume (or specific density) as a function of volume,
so we can calculate du/dr and 1/r 2, where r is the
radius of the volume occupied by each molecule. For
each increment of pressure change we can calculate
du by rearranging the equation for latent heat of
vaporization (Wt = ut - Ug + PgVg). If we let the
subscripts i and f respectively, signify the initial and
final state, then for a given increment of pressure
change, we would write the change in latent heat as

G -w,, =(u,l-ue)-(u,,-ug ,)

(25)

Assume that the molecular bonding in the liquid state
has no pressure dependence; therefore uti = utf. On the
other hand, the bonding in the vaporous state should
change as the mean radius of the molecular volume
changes. We can rewrite (25) in the form
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U gf -- U g i = -(Wlf

- Wli -I- egiVgi - e~f vgf ).

(26)

In order to obtain duldr, we simply divide both sides
of (26) by the change in radius ( r f - ri) of the mean
volume occupied by each vaporous molecule:
an_u_ Wli - Wlf - PgiVgi -[- Pgl-Vgl .

dr

(27)

In order to fully understand how we treat both parameters (V and P) equally, we start with

C"

du / dr
1/r~-l/r,?

(29)

TS = E + PV.

The differential form of (29) is written

rf-r,.

TdS + S d T = dE + P d V + VdP.

We can now calculate du/dr from the steam tables,
where all values for latent heat and volume are
calculated on a per molecule basis. Next we can
calculate the value of C" by rewriting (24):

(28)

Calculating C" from a steam table (Thermexcel.com),
maintaining at all times four significant digits and
calculating for the given 65 separate pressure changes
(from 0.02 to 30 bars), we would obtain the following
average value: C"avg = - 3 . 8 8 x 10-28 J. m/molecule
(standard deviation of 1.34 x 10-28).
The standard deviation seems high. However, we
must realize that we are dealing with dipoles and not
point charges (basis of (23)). If we were dealing with
point charges, then what would the expected value be
for C"? Since we are dealing with radii of molecular
volumes, assume that Q is an electron (1.6 x 10 -19 C).
Then the theoretical value for repulsive charges is
C ' ' = 3Q2/(8;,re.0) = 3.45 x 10-2g, which certainly
correlates well with the absolute value of our empirical calculation: C"avg = -3.88 x 10-28 for attractive
dipoles (water vapors). At the very least we can say
that changes in latent heat as a function of pressure
are of the scale that one would expect when dealing
with changes to the energy of a cloud of oppositely
charged particles as a function of pressure.
Figure 7 gives the absolute value of C" versus pressure. Obviously, C" is not a true constant, rather, as a
function of pressure, it can best be described as a sawtooth pattern. Perhaps the discontinuities are explainable by some sort of realignment of dipoles.
In the above analysis, did we equally treat pressure
and volume as parameters of relevance? Technically,
the answer is "no." If we were to do so, then we would
need to include - ( P y V t f - PtiVti) on the right-hand side
of (25). Realizing that liquids are incompressible and
volumes in the liquid state are small, we can set P y V t f PliVti = 0, and in this light the answer becomes "yes."
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(30)

Most accepted thermodynamic relations could be
derived from (30) by simply setting some combination o f d S = 0 o r d T = 0 a n d d V = 0 o r d P = 0 .
A
prime example is the second law, where dP = dT = O.
Rather than limit ourselves, we let the subscripts i and
f respectively, represent the initial and final states;
then changes to (29) could be written as
T i S i - T f i i = E i - E i + PiVi-PiVi,

(31)

which can be rewritten in terms of change (A) as
+ AT)(S; + A S ) - T/Si

(32)

=E -Ei

We could also write (32) in terms of the final s t a t e f
rather than the initial state i, in which case we would
subtract rather than add the changes (A). Multiplying
through and collecting the terms, we obtain
SiAT + TiAS + A T A S
=

- e, +

+

zxv +

Av.

(33)

In the limit of AT, AS, AP, AVbeing and/or approaching zero, we can rewrite (33) in the differential form
(30). For phase change nucleation we expect AP, AV
to both be nonzero, so the simplest way to write the
work required for nucleation is
W =

- Z + P:V: -

Vi.

(34)

In writing (34) we are treating the required work as
the changes to enthalpy (H = E + PV). Unlike with
traditional thermodynamics, we are treating pressure
and volume equally as parameters of relevance. If we
have no pressure change, then (34) becomes the
second law, as expected. If ET - Ei only depends
on the work required to form the tensile layer, then we
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Figure 7. The absolute value of C" versus pressure.

treat a nucleating tensile layer(4~
as follows:
Assume no tensile layer existed prior to nucleation.
Therefore the work required for the tensile layer is
dE = O"dA= AO",

(35)

in which case the work required for nucleation would
be written as
rv = AO" + PsV

- 4V,.

and dissolved gases, the molecular volume is small
enough that we will consider thermal contact not to be
an issue. Gases (or vapors) have large average molecular volumes, which will limit the thermal contact
between the various gaseous molecules.

5. LIQUID DROP NUCLEATION
Applying (36) to droplets, we obtain the work required to nucleate a droplet:

(36)
= A O" +

Applying Gibbs's criteria for globules of no volume
change (Vf = V3 to (36), we obtain Gibbs's equation
for globule nucleation, that being (1).
Before we can continue on to phase change nucleation, we need to review the concept of a "cluster,"
which does vary. (12'13) In this paper a cluster shall be
taken to be "an ensemble of molecules that are quasibound prior to the actual nucleation process." To
differentiate between the various clusters, we shall let
g-cluster, a-cluster, and 1-cluster represent gaseous,
aqueous, and liquid clusters, respectively. 1-clusters
will be considered as "activated liquid molecules. ''(54)
g-clusters nucleate into liquid droplets, a-clusters
nucleate into gaseous bubbles and/or cavitations, and
1-clusters nucleate into vaporous bubbles. For a
cluster to exist, thermal contact between the various
molecules of the cluster is required. Once the cluster
exists, it has a probability of nucleating. For liquids

- PgVg,

(37)

where Ad is the surface area of the droplet, o-is the
surface tension, Pd is the pressure inside the droplet,
Pg is the pressure of the gas surrounding the droplet,
Vg is the volume of an n-molecule g-cluster, and Vd is
the volume of the same n molecules in a liquid state,
which is the volume of the droplet, where n is the
number of molecules that experience an entropy
change in going from a g-cluster to a droplet.
From (37) we realize that the term AdO" + VdPd
represents the positive work required in excess of the
latent heat of condensation of an ideal gas into an
ideal liquid. So far, for droplets, we have only discussed what we shall term ideal liquids. An ideal
liquid is similar to an ideal gas in that there is no/little
bonding between the molecules. Considering the
changes in bonding energy, we would rewrite (37) for
a droplet:
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Wa=Aao"+PaVd--(Ud--Ug+VgPg ).

(38)

If we have a flat tensile layer, then Ado" = 0 and Pg =
Pal, and (38) becomes the latent heat of condensation.
Understandably, micro- and macrosystems correlate
extremely well.
A convincing argument for reconsidering the
Young-Laplace equation for droplets was given in
Section 2. We shall perform the following analysis
based on (13) rather than the Young-Laplace equation (10). However, we will provide certain results
based on the Young-Laplace equation, signified with
a YL beside the equation number. Substituting (13)
into (38), we obtain

collect the terms, (43) becomes

dive = 4 rCrd( 4o- -- rdCPg),
dr
dWddr= 4r

( 10o-3 rdCPg)"

(44)

(44YL)

If we plotted the required Work (Wd) versus Radius
(rd), our graph would start off at zero work, then
increase to a maximum at some critical radius, and
then decrease back to zero work continuing into
negative work, as is seen in Fig. 8. We can calculate
the zero-work radius by equating (38) to zero, so we
obtain zero work when

Wa=Ado-+Va(3o-+Pg]-(Ud-Ug +VgPg), (39)
~,r~

Aao"+PaVa =(ua-ug +VgPg).

(39YL)

-(u. -u. + v.g).

Understandably, the right-hand side of (45) is simply
the latent heat (W}). To find the local extrema for (45),
(44) is equated to zero:
4o"

ra = 0 and ra = ~ ,

cP,

Realizing that Vd/Fd Aa/3, we can rewrite (39) as
=

Wa=2Aao--(Ua-Ug +VgPg-VaPg ).

(40)

(45)

10ord = 0 and r,~ = 3~'t..eg

(46)

(46YL)

Since Vg >>> I'd, we can approximate (40) as

gee =2Ado---(Ud--Ug+VgPg ).

(41)

The specific volume of an n-molecule g-cluster is
three orders of magnitude greater than the specific
volume of the same n molecules in a liquid state
(droplet). Let C be a constant that correlates to the
ratio of molecular volumes in the two states such that
CVd = Vg. In terms of the droplet's volume, (41)
becomes

Wa =2Ado--CVdP-(ud-ug).

(42)

Expanding in terms of the droplet's radius, we obtain

We =8rcr~o'-C4rcr3Pg-(ua-Ug ).

(43)

3
If we take its derivative with respect to radius and
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The importance of the critical radius is evidenced by
the fact that for droplets smaller than the critical
radius, it will take an increasing amount of energy for
a droplet to grow, and for droplets larger than the
critical radius, it will take a decreasing amount of
energy for a droplet to grow. A critical-radius droplet
is equally likely to grow or decay, which is in complete agreement with previous understanding of
critical radius. (46) The critical radius is simply the
nonzero extrema, so it is given by rac = 4o'/(CPg).
Figure 8 helps explain the studies of the completecycle heat-transfer coefficients (6-8) for droplets. The
statement by Glicksman and Hunt, (7) "The instantaneous heat-transfer coefficient is initially very low, it
rapidly increased during the first stage, and steadily
decreased during the later stages," correlates well
with Fig. 8. Since each droplet requires work, we can
understand why the heat flux depends on the droplet
population density. (9)
To evaluate the scale of the size of the critical radius for water droplets, we shall assume that Pd is the
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system. Then the droplet nucleation rate for that
system is
Ja = J,P('a) = J, exp(-flWe / n).

(48)

The mean work required per molecule is obtained by
dividing (42) by n:
Figure 8. The work required for droplet nucleation starts off at
zero, increases to a maximum at a critical radius, then decreases
back to zero at the large zero-work radius.

same magnitude as 1 atm and substitute [or = 0.06
(N/m) and C = 1600] (1~ The critical radius for water
would be measured in nanometers. This scale of size
is in agreement with the findings that most of the heat
is transferred by drops less than 10 p.m in diameter, (6)
with the majority of the heat transfer due to droplets
that were too small to measure, as well as research on
the formation of n-molecule droplets (i.e., 10 < n <
70). (13) For droplets smaller than the critical radius,
we would expect the work to be an increasing function of droplet size, which is in agreement with
findings in Refs. 11-15. However, any exact correlation will require a better understanding of the pressure
inside extremely small droplets. There may be
problems with the precise validity of the YoungLaplace equation (10) for such small droplets, which
would alter our result. (Remember that (13) depends
on the validity of (10).)
In previous nucleation theories the nucleation rate
is given by J = Jnexp(-flW), which is only a valid
equation when the work required for a process is
independent of the size of the process. Even though
each molecule has its own probability of nucleating,
we treat them as an ensemble of molecules with a
single probability of nucleation, so for processes
whose required work per molecule is independent of
the size of measurement the above equation is valid.
For processes where the mean work required per
molecule depends on the final size (e.g., nucleation
processes), we need to analyze the mean work required per molecule. (47) The probability that a droplet
nucleates is given by
P('a) = B e x p ( - f l W e / n),

(47)

where B = constant, fl = (kT) -l, Wa is given by (38),
and n is the number of molecules that nucleate into
the droplet. Let J, be the normalization constant for a

We

2Aecr-(ua-Ug +VgPg)

n

n

(49)

Let n = C'Vd, where C' is a constant defining how
many molecules are in a unit volume. If the droplet is
incompressible, then C' is constant and (49) becomes
We - ( C ' ) -1 2Ae~
n
Ve

ue-ug
n

(50)

Dividing through by the droplet's volume and realizing that Vg = CVd, we obtain from (50) that
We

\ rd CPgl ud-ugn

rva = (C,)_1 5A/r
n

re

] ue -ug
)

n

'

(51)

(51YL)

We realize that the work required to break the bonds
(Ud- Ug) is relatively constant on a per molecule basis,
so only the first terms on the right-hand side of (51)
vary with the droplet's radius. The required work per
molecule plots as a decreasing function of radius
(Fig. 9).
What is the actual difference between plotting the
probability (47) and plotting the nucleation rate (48)?
The probability plots with the assumption that every
possible size of g-cluster exists. The nucleation rate is
an experimental measurement of size and how many
droplets are actually nucleating. When calculating the
theoretical nucleation rate, we have to calculate a
separate rate for each and every size of nucleating
droplet and then add the rates up to obtain the total.
The probability of a g-cluster nucleating into a
droplet is remote for re ~ 0; it then slowly increases to
unity at the large zero-work radius, as can be seen in
Fig. 10. In order for it to be a cluster, there must be
thermal contact between all molecules. Due to the
improbability of thermal contact, large g-clusters don't
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Figure 9. The work required per molecule for droplet nucleation
is a decreasing function of radius.

Figure 10. Logarithmic graph showing the probability of droplet
nucleation as a function of droplet radius.

exist, so large droplets do not nucleate. Droplet
nucleation must be dominated by the nucleation of
extremely small droplets!
If extremely small nucleating droplets require positive work to nucleate, then their evaporation is
exothermic, so they are unstable, which agrees with
researchers 0~
who have noted how short lived
extremely small droplets are. Where does this positive
work required for extremely small droplets to nucleate originate? From experience we realize that droplets nucleate on surfaces or around particles. Intuitively, we can surmise that the nucleating droplet uses
the surface or particle (e.g., raindrop) as a heat sink.
Interestingly, Merte 0~ stated, "It is noted that a 20
fold increase in thermal conductivity" of the flat
surface results in the event that "the condensing
coefficient increases fivefold." Certainly, the better
the surface's conductivity, the better its capability to
transfer the energy must be.
Droplets nucleate as half-spheres on flat surfaces.
Assume that the half-droplet is spherical everywhere
except for the flat section; then the work required per
molecule would be the same for a half-sphere as for a
full sphere. This means that smaller g-clusters would
be required for nucleation on the flat surface. Most
previous research is based on changes to the contact
angle between the surface and the droplet. (6'7) In this
paper we realize that changes to the shape of the
tensile layer will change the work required for
nucleation. Hence a secondary correlation with the
contact angle may exist.
The classical droplet model fails in binary systems. (16-18) If we were to consider surface enrichment
to be a two-dimensional gas, then the surface tension
is obtained by inserting (2) into (37):

The preferred geometry in an alcohol-water binary
system (17) is water molecules forming the interior and
alcohol molecules forming the tensile surface. Droplet
nucleations will most probably occur for molecule
droplets, which require the least amount of work.
From the perspective of energy, (52) tells us that
having the alcohol form the tensile surface lowers the
energy required for nucleation.

% = A ( o-n'kT)-PgV
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+ P V,.

(52)

6. BUBBLE NUCLEATION
Let the subscript l represent the liquid (first state)
and the subscript b represent the bubble (second
state). Then for bubble nucleation, (36) becomes
= A:+

- P,V,.

(53)

If we were to consider the energy required to break
the molecular bonds, then we would write
= A:

+

- V,P,.

(54)

For a flat tensile layer AbCr = crdAb = 0, SO (54)
becomes the latent heat of vaporization [the negative
of (7)]; therefore micro- and macrosystems correlate.
Realizing that Vb >>> Vt and Pb > Pl, we have VbPb
> > > VIPI, so

wb = i l : + , , - u b

(55)

Assuming that the bubble is spherical, (55) can be
written as a function of the bubble's radius (rb):

Wb = 4zcrb2~ +-~4 ~'rb3Pb + ul -- Ub"
J

(56)
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As was the case for droplets, the mean work required
per molecule depends on the bubble's size, so it is
incorrect to write the nucleation rate as Jb =
J~exp(-flWb). The fact that previous nucleation
experiments were able to normalize their data using
the wrong nucleation-rate equation shows the dangers
of using that equation as proof for nucleation theory.
We must remember that the nucleation-rate equation
does not give a unique result. When we use the wrong
work function ( W b ) , w e can often still normalize the
data, it is just that we are now using the wrong
normalization constant.
The probability that a bubble nucleates is given by
P~'b)= B exp(-flWb / n),

(57)

where B = constant, W6 is given by (55), and n is the
number of molecules that nucleate. The bubble
nucleation rate is
Jb = J,P~b) = J, exp(-flWb / n).

(58)

The energy required per molecule is given by
= A o" +

/7

+ ut - us

(59)

n

Let C' be the mean number of molecules per unit
volume. Then n = C'Vb. Assume that the volume
occupied by each molecule is constant, so the actual
size of the bubble only depends on the number (n) of
molecules inside the bubble. Dividing by the bubbles'
volume and realizing that Ab/Vb = 3/rb, we can rewrite
( 5 9 ) as

Wb = 3cr l rb + Pb

n

C'

Ul -- Ub

+ ~

n

(60)

It would be easy to write (60) in terms of the liquid's
pressure Pl by simply substituting in the appropriate
equation ((14) or (10)).
The work required per molecule (60) is a continuously decreasing function of radius, as illustrated in
Fig. 11. For large radius the work required per
molecule approximates the latent heat per molecule
(Wt/n). C' is not really a constant, so the analysis
given here was only an approximation; however, it
does provide us with useful insight.
Plotting the probability of a bubble nucleating by
substituting (60) into the probability equation (57)
results in the logarithmic plot for the probability of a

Figure 11. The work required per molecule for bubble nucleation
is a decreasing function of radius.

bubble nucleating, as shown in Fig. 12. The probability plots with the assumption that every possible size
of cluster exists. The rate (58) is an experimental
measurement of how many and what sizes of bubble
are nucleating. When calculating the nucleation rate,
we require separate rate calculations for each size of
nucleating bubble. The experimentally measured
bubble nucleation rate is the summation of all the
separate nucleation rates.
For extremely small bubbles, the work required per
molecule is too high, so the probability of extremely
small bubbles nucleating is remote. Hence only large
bubbles nucleate from large clusters (a-cluster or lcluster). The larger the cluster is, the higher the
probability of bubble nucleation. Ultimately, bubble
nucleation must be about clusters becoming large
enough that Wb/n is low enough for the clusters to
access enough work (nkT) from their neighboring
liquid molecules. The higher the neighboring molecules' temperature, the higher is the probability of a
given size of cluster nucleating into a bubble (boiling).
Now we analyze the energy requirements. For bubbles that are considerably smaller than a microbubble
(e.g., rb = 10 -8 m ) the work required for bubble
nucleation is dominated by the energy required to
form the tensile layer, while for vaporous water
bubbles, whose size is of the scale of a microbubble
or larger, the energy required for bubble nucleation is
dominated by the work required as latent heat. This
enhances our understanding of why bubbles smaller
than a microbubble are so rare in water and explains
why microbubbles are accepted as the smallest size of
stable bubble. (2'57)
Another reason that extremely small bubbles do not
exist may be that their tensile layers are not stable if
the cohesive forces of the molecules along the tensile
layer are felt across the bubble.
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Figure 12. Logarithmic graph showing the probability of bubble
nucleation as an increasing function of radius.

If a microbubble contains 108 gaseous molecules
and if dissolved gases were solitary entities, then for
bubble nucleation, 108 dissolved gas molecules would
have to scatter about a point. Solitary dissolved gas
molecules would be trapped between larger liquid
molecules, so the scattering of 108 such solitary
molecules about a point must be remote. If we think
in terms of a-clusters, then we can explain carbonated
drink bubbles.
Consider that any a-cluster that is 108 molecules in
size may nucleate into a microbubble. Thus most aclusters must contain more than one molecule and
fewer than 108 molecules. The molecular volume of
an a-cluster will oscillate with the liquid's Brownian
motion [time scale of 10-13 s]. As an a-cluster scatters
with other a-clusters, they grow in size. Conversely,
molecules near the exterior of the a-cluster may
vibrate off into the liquid. Clusters are dynamic! If
enough a-clusters coalesce about a point, then the
resultant a-cluster may be of sufficient size to nucleate into a stable microbubble.
A constant scattering cross section should have a
lower probability of scattering than an oscillating
scattering cross section of equal average area. Therefore the concept of a-clusters having oscillating
scattering cross sections may increase the probability
of a-clusters scattering. Furthermore, an a-cluster
containing n dissolved gas molecules should occupy a
larger average molecular volume than the same n
molecules would occupy as solitary entities.
Researchers realize that heat-transfer models do not
properly explain the measured heat transfer. (33) As
demonstrated here, a bubble's tensile surface requires
positive work to form. Based on (53), small nucleating bubbles may carry vast quantities of heat away
from the heated surface, explaining the almost
vertical increase in the heat-transfer coefficient for the
nucleate boiling regime. 0~ For film boiling the heat488

transfer coefficient gradually increases with temperature change because film boiling requires less energy.
In an experiment by Wolfrum et al. (37) the exact
energy required to nucleate various sizes of millibubbles as a function of pressure was determined. A
focused laser was used to boil degassed water, as is
shown in Fig. 13. As can be seen, a piston attached to
the container's wall allows for isobaric expansion of
the nucleating bubbles. The energy required for
nucleation was calculated by knowing the number of
photons at a given wavelength. The bubble's radius
was then plotted against the laser energy (m J) for 0.8,
1.3, 1.8, 2.3, 2.8, 3.3, and 3.8 bar pressure. In Fig. 14
we plot the data from Wolfrum et al. (37) in the form of
laser energy required versus vapor bubble radius and
then plot our theoretical curves for work required for
nucleation versus vapor bubble radius. As can be
seen, their data and the theory presented here correlate exceptionally well. In Fig. 14 the data from
Wolfrum et al. (37) for 1.3, 1.3, and 3.3 bar were
omitted. Although these data sets do correlate equally
well, they were omitted to allow for better visualization of the correlation.
The correlation shown in Fig. 14 was attained using
the following steps for calculating the work required
to nucleate a bubble as a function of radius at various
pressures:
1. Calculate the pressure within the bubble

(Pb =

o-/rb

+Pt).
2. Calculate the number of vapor molecules in the
bubble. Approximate with the ideal gas law (n =

P6Vb/kTb).
3. From the tables, obtain the latent heat at Pb per
molecule and multiply it by the n molecules inside
the bubble [Wt = n(W/N), where W/N is the latent
heat per molecule at the bubble's pressure].
4. Calculate how much energy is required to raise the
n liquid molecules' temperature to their boiling
point at Pb [Wra = n(Cy(Tb - T3), where Cy is the
heat capacity per molecule of the liquid].
5. Calculate the work required to form the tensile
layer (Abet).
The total work required to nucleate a bubble is simply
obtained by (note that Wt = u l - Ub + VbPb)

Wb=AbCr+U,--Ub +VbPb +nCy(Tb-Tt).

(61)

In their experiment Wolfrum et al. (37) did not heat the
degassed water prior to nucleation, so we assumed the
original temperature of the degassed water was 20~
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Figure 13. The type of apparatus used by Wolffum et al.(37~to
boil water with a laser.

Figure 14. The experimental data taken from Wolfrum at al.(37)
compared to the theoretical curves.

Furthermore, we assumed that the water vapors were
at their boiling point (Pb, Tb) but the bubble's tensile
layer was at the same temperature as the water.
Therefore the surface tension is given by 0.07 N/m (at
20~
In traditional boiling processes the water is at
its boiling temperature and the surface tension will
change accordingly. (Note: Tb and Wt as a function of
P were obtained from engineering steam tables; the
latter was then converted into Wt at Pb.)
Any surface-active substances infused in a bubble's
tensile layer would affect the work required for
bubble nucleation. The work required to nucleate a
bubble is obtained by substituting (2) into (53):

Consider what happens to (55) when Pt is lowered
by APt. The pressure required inside a constant radius
nucleating bubble must decrease by some amount
APb. If we lower the pressure in the liquid, then the
pressure required inside a stable bubble must equally
be lowered if we are comparing equal radius bubbles.
For a given bubble radius, AP = APt = APb. For
negative pressure bubble nucleation,

Wb = A b ( c r o - n ' k T ) + u , - u b

+ V b P b - V t P I.

(62)

Equation (62) is particularly important when dealing
with gaseous bubbles nucleating from a-clusters or
when dealing with solutions where one or more
components behave as a surfactant. Dissolved gases,
which are infused into a tensile layer, can act as
surface-active substances. Consider an a-cluster
whose volume oscillates with the liquid's Brownian
motion. When the volume is at a minimum, the acluster is in an aqueous state. As the a-cluster's
volume increases, the entropy change across the
interface increases, and the amount of positive work
required to form a unit area of the tensile layer
increases. We can now understand that the formation
of the tensile may often not be instantaneous.

W b = Abo" + u, - u b + Vb (Pb - AP).

(63)

Lowering the liquid's pressure decreases the energy
required for a certain radius of bubble to nucleate.
However, the probability of nucleation depends on
the mean work required per molecule, which does not
decrease. Consider an isothermal path (all molecules
are at the same T). Lowering of the liquid's pressure
means fewer gaseous molecules (n) are required
inside the bubble, so the work required per molecule
would certainly increase as we decrease the internal
pressure in a fictitious constant radius bubble. If we
don't limit ourselves to isothermal paths, then at the
instant of nucleation the n molecules may actually
nucleate at a slightly lower mean temperature, but
they would quickly regain heat from the neighboring
liquid molecules reattaining equilibrium. A more
likely explanation is as follows: lowering the pressure
decreases the minimum size of cluster required for
bubble nucleation. Assume the size of clusters in any
system is some Gaussian distribution about some
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mean size. Then a decrease in minimum cluster size
required for nucleation could dramatically increase
the nucleation rate. Furthermore, a pressure decrease
should result in a mean molecular volume increase,
which increases a-cluster interactions, increasing the
nucleation rate.
7. CREVICES
Homogeneous nucleating bubbles are spherical.
Heterogeneous bubble nucleation often occurs in
crevices. If the crevice is a perfect cone of radius R
and a bubble fills this crevice, as shown in Fig. 15,
then the bubble is a conical section of a spherical
bubble of radius rb = R.
Using spherical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 16,
solid radians now define some solid angle (f2), which
when integrated over the whole bubble gives 4z. The
elemental solid angle (dr2) is related to the elemental
surface area (dA) by
dA
dr2 = ~ = sin |

(64)

Figure 15. Heterogeneous bubble nucleation in a crevice.

Assuming that the curvatures of both the cone's and
the bubble's tensile layers are identical, then the
pressure change across these tensile layers must be
equal. Therefore the work required per molecule is
identical for both a cone and a bubble of the same
radius. Ultimately, crevices allow small clusters to
experience heterogeneous bubble nucleation when the
cluster is too small to nucleate homogeneously.

In Fig. 16 the elemental volume is given by
d o = r2dr sin |174

= r2drdf2.

(65)

The ratio of the elemental surface area to the total
surface area gives
dA

r2d~

dr2

A

4zr 2

z

(66)

Similarly, the ratio of the elemental volume to the
total volume gives
do

V

r2drdf2
-

d~dr
=

(4 / 3)zr 3

~

(67)

zr

Consider a specific constant radius bubble. Then (67)
becomes
do
V

rdf~

d~

zr

z

. . . .

From (66) and (68) we can say, for a cone and a
bubble of the same radius, that
cone's surface area
bubble's surface area
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cone's volume
bubble's volume'

(68)

8. CAVITATION NUCLEATION
Using subscript c to represent cavitation, we write
the work required for cavitation as
wc =

+u,-Uc + ecVc-e,v,.

(69)

During expansion, a density decrease inside a cavitation was observed. (36) If a cavitation has a range of
possible internal pressures, as is accepted for any
container of gas, then the internal pressure of a
cavitation may be considerably lower than it is for a
stable bubble. This being the case, the molecular
volume inside a cavitation would be large in comparison to the molecular volume inside a bubble, in which
case fewer liquid molecular bonds need be broken. In
the limit of the cavitation having no gaseous or
vaporous molecules within, the work required to
nucleate the cavitation simply becomes equal to the
work required to form the tensile surface, or Aco'. If a
cavitation only contains relatively few gaseous/
vaporous molecules, then we may be inclined to think
that a cavitation requires massive amounts of energy
on a per molecule basis. Or does it?
Either impurities, which can entrap gas pockets, or
a-clusters are required for most cavitations to nucleate
about. The entrapped gas pocket or a-cluster acts as a
point defect in the liquid, lowering the liquid's cohesive
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9. EXPLAINING SL
SL is the emission of photons by a shrinking cavitation or bubble. Perhaps the amount of energy emitted
as SL equals the change in work. Let Wst be the
positive work emitted as SL. For a cavitation or
bubble going from rl to r2, where rl > r2, the work
emitted as SL may be

Wst = W~-W2,

Figure 16. A homogeneously nucleated bubble in spherical
coordinates.

strength enough to permit the liquid to shear, i.e.,
cavitation nucleation. In terms of PV space it maybe
best to view the shearing force as a volumeexpanding force. If we think in terms of volumeexpanding forces, then the n molecules that change
state may do so not because they were able to extract
enough energy per molecule to form a large volume
cavitation but because the volume is imposed on
them. To form the tensile layer does require energy
but the increments of energy required during expansion are small so are readily attained from the surrounding liquid so long as its temperature is sufficiently greater than absolute zero, which explains the
lack of temperature dependence in cavitation. (2~
Thinking in terms of a volume-expanding force
certainly resolves the problem of a cavitation requiring massive amounts of energy on a per molecule
basis.
It may also be the case that the lowering of the
system's pressure allows for a cavitation to nucleate,
because now the mean molecular volume inside the
cavitation is sufficiently large that the cohesive forces
of the molecules along the tensile layer are no longer
felt across the cavitation.
Consider the expansion of a sealed syringe. The
farther the syringe's plunger is pulled out, the greater
the force required to pull the syringe even farther out
becomes. The more negative work we do to the
interior of the syringe, the greater is the force required
to expand the syringe farther. Therefore cavitations
may not expand without limit, but rather their limit is
controlled by the strength of the applied volumeexpanding force.

(70)

where WI is the total work of the cavitation/bubble
with a radius of rl, and W2 is the total work of the
same cavitation/bubble with a radius of r2. The
problem with this is as gaseous/vaporous molecules
become infused into the liquid, they will give up
energy, which is really the latent heat of condensation
per molecule, whose energy is usually in the form
of long-wavelength energy (heat). A more plausible
explanation may be that SL is energy released due
to the shrinking tensile layer. Let A1 be the surface
area at rl and A2 be the surface area at r2. Then Wst
may be
Ws, = o'(A~ -A2).

(71)

Either way, the frequency of the photons emitted as
SL may be related to the time rate of change of the
energy stored in the cavitation or bubble. This being
the case, the faster it collapses, the higher the frequency of the emitted photons should be. We realize
that the energy stored in the tensile layer came from
the surrounding liquid as the absorption/collection of
long-wavelength energy (heat). This stored energy
would consequently be released upon collapse.
Tensile layers with the highest surface tension should
result in the most energy released as SL. Since
surface tension is related to temperature, this may
explain SL's temperature dependence, as has been
noted. (56)
Cavitations/bubbles that collapse slowly should
emit long-wave energy, which is reabsorbed by the
surrounding liquid. Cavitations or bubbles that
collapse quickly should emit higher-frequency
photons, which pass through the liquid and are seen
as SL, permitting an understanding of why the
system's pressure will influence SL. r37) Changes to
the system's pressure will affect the rate of collapse,
which will affect the distribution of long-wavelength
versus shorter-wavelength photons that are emitted.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
We realized that the Young-Laplace equation failed
to consider the cohesive forces perpendicular to the
tensile layer. We derived new equations for the
pressure inside a bubble (14) and a droplet (13).
Traditionally, classical thermodynamics is based on
the second law with justification being purely empirical. In Section 3 our analysis was an approximation,
giving a plausible explanation of why the latent heat
of water decreases as the pressure is increased. As a
simple approximation we saw that the changes in
latent heat with pressure may be explained by
changes to the bonding energy in the vaporous state.
This may help form a basis for a future satisfactory
theoretical proof, which is lacking in our understanding of empirical data, as was pointed out by Sheehan.(51)
Problems with previous nucleation theory became
evident. Gibbs's globule nucleation equation forms
the basis of previous nucleation theory even though
Gibbs stated that his equation is for processes "without change in entropy or volume of the system. ''(4~
Certainly, droplet and/or bubble nucleation must
involve entropy and volume change. Ultimately,
traditional classical thermodynamics does not provide
a general equation for calculating the work in an open
system when both pressure and volume are relevant
parameters. Equally treating pressure and volume as
relevant parameters, we start with
TS = E + P V .

(72)

In terms o f P V space, the work (energy) required for a
process is simply
W = F.: - F., + P : V : - e, Vi.

(73)

In the limit of AT, AS, AP, AV all approaching zero,
we can write a general law of thermodynamics as
(30). From the general law we can derive most
accepted thermodynamic relations by setting the
changes of any two parameters (one on the left-hand
side and one on the right-hand side) in (30) to zero.
Treating P and V equally, we derived equations for
globule (1), droplet (38), and bubble (53) and nucleation.
Considering the case of a fiat tensile layer, we obtained the following expected results:
1. Equation (38) for droplet nucleation became the
latent heat of condensation.
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2. Equation (53) for bubble nucleation became the
latent heat of vaporization.
3. Equation (1) for Gibbs's globule became zero
work.
We treated a cluster as an ensemble of molecules in
thermal contact prior to nucleation. We then differentiated between various types of clusters by letting gcluster, a-cluster, and 1-cluster respectively represent
gaseous, aqueous, and liquid clusters. Now g-clusters
nucleate into droplets, a-clusters nucleate into gaseous
bubbles and/or cavitations, and 1-clusters nucleate into
vaporous bubbles. Due to the lack of thermal contact,
large g-clusters do not exist, so large droplets do not
nucleate.
We begin to understand why droplets nucleate on
surfaces or around dust particles (rain). The reasoning
is that the nucleation of extremely small droplets
requires positive work, so thermal contact with a heat
sink is needed. As the droplet grows in size, the
required work per molecule reaches a maximum at
the critical radius, after which it decreases as the
droplet continues to grow. We also understand why
binary mixtures tend to form droplets with the lowest
cohesive strength liquid forming the droplet's outer
tensile layer, e.g., water-alcohol droplets. The reason
is that extremely small droplets require positive work
to nucleate, so the probability (47) of a droplet
nucleating will be greatest when the lowest cohesive
strength liquid forms the droplet's outer tensile layer.
For bubble nucleation, (60) exemplifies that the
work required per molecule is a decreasing function
of the bubble's radius. A reason that extremely small
stable bubbles do not nucleate may be that the work
required per molecule is too high. The reason crevices
increase the bubble nucleation rate becomes that
crevices allow clusters to nucleate heterogeneously
that are too small to nucleate homogeneously because
the work required per molecule is identical for equal
radius cone- and sphere-shaped bubbles. We postulated that a given size of cluster must nucleate into a
given size of bubble. Hence the larger the cluster is,
the higher the probability (57) of bubble nucleation
must be.
Boiling, which has unquestionable temperature
dependence, becomes easy to understand: If a sufficiently large cluster is at/near its boiling point, then
(57) gives the probability that the cluster will be able
to extract the work required for bubble nucleation
from its neighbors.
Research in heat transfer, which previously was not
properly explained, became explainable, for example,
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1. the various regimes for heat transfer in pool
boiling,
2. the energy required for extremely small droplets to
nucleate,
3. the increase in energy required for an extremely
small droplet to grow to some critical radius,
4. the decrease in energy required for a critical radius
droplet to grow in size,
5. the reason for heat transfer depending on the
number of droplets.
An exceptional correlation between the theory
presented here and previously unexplained phenomena was attained. The laser energy(37) required to
nucleate various sizes of water vapor bubbles at
various system pressures was plotted (Fig. 14),
validating our new approach to nucleation.
Cavitations were treated like any container of ideal
gas, so a volume-expanding force may result in a

lowering of pressure within the cavitation. In so doing
we would be able to explain both a cavitation forming
by the expansion of a stable bubble and cavitation
nucleation about a gas nucleus. Instead of gas nuclei,
we envisioned a-clusters as dynamic ensembles of
aqueous molecules about which the liquid's cohesive
forces are minimal. Realizing that energy is actually
stored in bubbles/cavitations provides a new way of
envisioning SL.
A final thought: Even though basic equations of
thermodynamics did not change, no longer being
hogtied into treating TdS as some increasing unbounded function would also simplify cosmology.
Think of a black hole as being a constant volume
horizon, where pressure increases as more matter
enters it. No wonder paradoxes occur when we apply
the second law to black holes. (51)
Received 19 August 2003.

R~sum~

La plupart des processus de nucleation impliquent un changement de phase et un
changement de pression ?t travers une couche de tension incurv~e. Par consequent, le volume et la pression sont des param~tres appropri~s en ddterminant
le travail impliqud dans des processus de nucleation. Une ~quation g~n~rale, off
le travail est liO au volume et au changement de pression, a ~t~ d~riv~e, en partie
bas~ sur une explication plausible pour les changements latents de Ia chaleur en
fonction de la pression. Des ~quations d~finissant le travail exig~ pour la nucl~ation des globules, gouttelettes liquides, bulles, et cavitations peuvent aussi
6tre d~riv~es de cette ~quation g~n~rale. Nous analyserons de nouveau
l 'application de l '~quation Young-Laplace sur les gouttelettes et les bulles, ainsi que sur I 'action capillaire.
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